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Abstract
Upon success, certain network attacks manifest by caus-
ing the victim host to change its network-visible con-
nection behavior, such as by starting a new service that
the attacker probes to confirm success, “phoning home”
to a host controlled by the attacker, or further propagat-
ing the attack (e.g., worms or spam relays). One charac-
teristic of such change in network behavior is the pres-
ence of unusual causal relationships between connec-
tions. Based on this observation, we develop a statisti-
cal test that a network monitor can use to identify these
causal relationships, and an accompanying set of filter-
ing mechanisms to winnow down the full set of causal
relationships to those that are unexpected. We evaluate
our mechanism on two large Internet traces, finding that
while its detection is incomplete (non-negligible false
negatives), it unearths numerous instances of interesting
activity. We also find that the rate of false alarms, while
not low enough to enable automatic responses to intru-
sions, is only a few tens per day for a busy site that sees
over 2.5 million connections a day.
1 Introduction
Upon success, certain network attacks manifest by caus-
ing the victim to change its network-visible connec-
tion behavior. One mechanism, popular with some “au-
torooter” toolkits (e.g., [5, 6]), is used in exploits that
cause the victim to begin accepting connections on a
new port, which the attacker then probes to confirm suc-
cess of the exploit. Another similar mechanism (e.g.,
[4, 5]) is the use of “phone home” connections, where
rather than starting a new service, the victim initiates
an outbound connection to one of the attacker’s nodes
to register success of the exploit. For a different class
of attacks, the victim instead propagates the attack in
some fashion, e.g., repeating the attack itself for net-
work worms, relaying data for spam, conducting general
probing for newly-compromised botnet zombies. In all
of these cases, there is a causal link between the incom-
ing network connection that compromises the host and
subsequent incoming/outgoing network connections.

Trigger Detection Trigger Differentiation

Application-Specific
Behavior

Sessions

Host-Specific
Behavior

Training

Connections Triggers
Suspicious 
Triggers

Figure 1: Overview of our Algorithm

Previous work on detecting such causality has primar-
ily focused on end-host mechanisms for either detecting
worms [7,9,15] or tracing the activity of intruders across
the network [22]. While such mechanisms can be highly
effective, they suffer from the deployment and manage-
ment difficulties common to host-based techniques. In
addition, the general problem with using causality to
find attacks is that a causal link can transpire due to per-
fectly legitimate reasons, e.g., a web proxy propagating
a request it receives. In fact, as we will show, the over-
whelming majority of causal relationships in real traf-
fic arise due to such legitimate reasons. Schemes that
impose the burden of distinguishing between legitimate
and malicious causal links on the administrator may thus
prove unmanageable.

In this work, we develop a mechanism for identify-
ing malicious causal links that can be implemented at
a monitoring point in the network without any modifi-
cations to the end-hosts. Our mechanism operates on a
per-connection basis and aims to detect malicious trig-
gers. We define a trigger as a pair of connections that
are causally related; the first connection “triggers” the
occurrence of the second connection. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, there are two main components in our mechanism
to detect malicious triggers: a trigger detection mecha-
nism that finds triggers in a light-weight manner and a
trigger differentiation mechanism that distinguishes be-
tween legitimate and malicious (or at least unexpected)
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triggers.
We base our trigger detection mechanism on model-

ing the temporal characteristics of connection arrivals.
The main observation is that, in comparison with unre-
lated connections, causally related connections tend to
occur “close” to each other. We identify such causal re-
lationships by using a probabilistic test framed in terms
of testing for independence between Poisson processes.
An important point is that while it is known that the ar-
rivals of individual network connections are not well-
modeled as Poisson processes, connections can be suit-
ably aggregated into sessions, whose arrivals often are
well-modeled as Poisson [16, 18]. Thus, our approach
requires identifying the session structure of network
traffic.

We base our trigger differentiation technique on an
analysis of legitimate triggers typically seen in real
traffic. We identify two main causes of such triggers,
application-specific behavior and host-specific behavior,
and use the techniques of session-level parsing and host-
level training to capture these behaviors. Our evaluation
shows that these two techniques capture most legitimate
activity; they generally only spare activity that an ad-
ministrator would at least consider “interesting”.

We note that an attacker cognizant of our detection
algorithm can evade detection by suitably altering the
timing of their triggered connections. We present our ap-
proach as a “tool in the toolbox” in the unending arms
race between attackers and defenders, rather than as a
bulletproof solution. Further, our trigger detection and
differentiation mechanisms are decoupled, which means
that the latter can be used with other means of detecting
causality.

We evaluated our scheme using several weeks of
traces collected at the border of two institutions, one
with 272 hosts and 112,500 connections a day, the other
with 7,879 hosts and 2,700,000 connections a day. Our
algorithm identifies about 4 and 15 incidents per day
in these datasets respectively. Although only a few of
these incidents were possible intrusion attempts, several
were of significant interest to administrators, e.g., unau-
thorized relays and unknown peer-to-peer applications.
Thus, the triggers identified by our mechanism do not
necessarily imply malicious intent, but often signal un-
usual host activity that merits administrator investiga-
tion. These evaluation results indicate that our mecha-
nisms may also be suitably tailored for detecting spe-
cific kinds of casual relationships, such as those that

arise due to peer-to-peer applications and spam relay-
ing. Such triggers, though not indicative of externally
launched attacks, may signify violation of a site’s secu-
rity policy from within the site.

The outline for the rest of the paper is as follows. We
begin with some background in Section 2 and discuss
related work in Section 3. We propose and evaluate our
trigger detection mechanism in Sections 4 and 5, do the
same for our trigger differentiation mechanism in Sec-
tions 6 and 7, and discuss their implementation in Sec-
tion 8. We cast our work in a wider perspective in Sec-
tion 9 and conclude in Section 10.
2 Background
We now detail the problem setting by specifying the traf-
fic characteristics available as input to our algorithm,
and then present our terminology for describing triggers.
2.1 Input Traffic Characteristics
Our algorithm works using connection-level informa-
tion. We assume we have a network monitoring van-
tage point that sees both the original attack traffic and
the ensuing triggered traffic. For every TCP connection,
this monitor reports the IP addresses of the local and re-
mote hosts, direction (incoming/outgoing), timing infor-
mation (start time, duration), and the connection’s status
(whether successfully established). We note that similar
information could be generated for UDP flows as well,
but have evaluated our mechanism only for TCP traffic.

We denote a connection C by the tuple (dir, proto,
remote-host, local-host, start-time, duration). dir is
“in/out” indicating whether the connection was initiated
by the local (internal) host or the remote (external) host.
proto specifies the destination port X of the connection.
It is set to “priv-X” for ports X < 1024 which are usu-
ally only available to privileged users, and to “other-X”
to indicate port numbers X ≥ 1024. If X is a well-
known port (e.g., 22, 80) known to run a specific service,
then for readability we set proto to the name of the ser-
vice, such as ftp or http. remote-host/local-host is the IP
address of the remote/local host, and start-time and du-
ration denote the beginning times and duration, respec-
tively. We define the type of a connection as the tuple
(dir, proto). We allow some fields to be absent in our tu-
ple notation for connections; the value of such omitted
fields will be clear from context.
2.2 Trigger Terminology
We define a trigger as a pair of causally related con-
nections (C1, C2), where C1 is the “triggering” connec-
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of triggers. The solid lines are con-
nections, and the dotted line indicates our vantage point.
tion and C2 is the “triggered” connection. For the trig-
gers of interest to us, the “triggering” connection is al-
ways an incoming one, signifying an externally initiated
connection attempt. Note that the concept of a trigger
can be generalized to more than two causally related
connections. This is useful, for example, when studying
worm attacks, where the incoming connection C1 trig-
gers several outgoing probes C2, . . . , Cn. In defining a
trigger, we stick to the simpler notion of pairwise causal-
ity, with the implicit understanding that a set of triggers,
(C1, C2), . . . , (C1, Cn), which share the same trigger-
ing connection C1, are related to one another. Later, we
will introduce the concept of a session which consists of
a set of causally related connections.

We classify triggers based on two parameters: the di-
rection of the triggered connection and the number of
remote hosts involved in the trigger (Figure 2).

• (out, single): outgoing triggered connection and
same remote host involved in both connections.

• (in, single): incoming triggered connection and
same remote host involved in both connections.

• (out, multiple): outgoing triggered connection and
multiple remote hosts involved in the connections.

• (in, multiple): incoming triggered connection and
multiple remote hosts involved in the connections.

We define the type of a trigger as the category to
which it belongs in this taxonomy. For convenience, we
also use the notation “⇒, ⇐, ⇒⇒, ⇐⇐” for the type
of a trigger, by using the symbols “⇐,⇒” to encode the
direction of the triggered connection, and repeating the
symbol twice if more than one host is involved. We de-
fine the protocol-type of a trigger as its type followed

by the protocols involved in the connections of the trig-
ger. As an example, a trigger (C1, C2) involving the
triggering connection C1 = (in, http,H1) and the trig-
gered connection C2 = (out, smtp,H2) would have a
type (out,multiple), denoted by “⇒⇒”, and the proto-
col type “⇒⇒ http smtp”.

The motivation behind this classification is that each
category of triggers has different properties, in terms of
their frequency in legitimate traffic, their frequency in
malicious traffic, and, most importantly, the difficulty of
detection. In the above list, these categories are ordered
roughly by the difficulty of detection. An outgoing trig-
gered connection is easier to detect compared to an in-
coming triggered connection, since it is less common
that a host exhibits both server and client behavior than
purely server behavior. Triggers involving two different
remote hosts are more difficult to detect since the num-
ber of pairs of candidate connections is generally larger.
3 Related Work
Of the three broad approaches to detecting malicious
activity—misuse detection (e.g., [19]), specification-
based detection (e.g., [23]), and anomaly detection (e.g.,
[10])—our work is a form of the third.

The literature includes a number of statistical tech-
niques for detecting network attacks that occur either
in high volume or involve repeated activity. Barford et
al. [3] use wavelet analysis to detect large-scale network
events such as flash crowds, denial of service (DoS) at-
tacks, network outages, and Jung et al. [11] use statis-
tical analysis to detect flash crowds based on charac-
teristics observed at Web servers, such as client source
addresses, traffic volume, and file references. Krishna-
murthy et al. [13] develop sketch-based change-point
detection to identify shifts in traffic pattern indicative of
network anomalies. Jung et al. [12] present a scheme
based on Sequential Hypothesis Testing for identify-
ing port scans based on the observation that port scan
connection attempts have a lower probability of success
than legitimate connections. Xie et al. [25] aim to find
the origin of a worm attack by performing a random
walk on the graph of infector-infectee relationships.

In comparison with these works, where the same kind
of deviant behavior occurs repeatedly or en masse, the
kind of malicious behavior we intend to detect may oc-
cur very rarely. We can subdivide the literature on identi-
fying such less conspicuous attacks into those requiring
end-host modifications versus those that operate purely
in the network.
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Minos [9], TaintCheck [15], Vigilante [7], and Stack-
Guard [8] all prevent/detect attacks using end-host in-
strumentation. GrIDS [22] uses software running at the
end-host to trace the activity of an intruder across a net-
work, particularly useful for post-mortem forensic anal-
ysis. Warrender et al. [24] perform statistical analysis
of system calls observed at a host in order to identify
intrusions. NIDES [1] uses various process characteris-
tics, such as CPU time, file accesses, measured at the
end-host, to detect attacks. Compared to our work, these
techniques can detect a broader class of attacks, but
with the limitation of requiring per-host installation and
management. Also, our work only detects attacks that
succeed, since network characteristics can change only
upon a successful attack.

Several other works identify low-volume attack activ-
ity using only analysis of network characteristics. Ma-
honey et al. [14] build models of IP and TCP header
fields, as well as application-level fields for protocols
like HTTP. Their approach uses Bayesian estimation
techniques for detecting deviations from this model.
ADAM [2] also performs Bayesian analysis of network
layer and transport layer fields in order to detect attacks.
Zhang et al. [26] detect stepping stones, a specific kind
of malicious activity wherein attackers use a previously
compromised machine to obscure their identity while at-
tacking other machines. Their approach uses only the
packet timing structure of interactive connections to find
concurrent connections that are operating in synchro-
nization.

Compared to these works, ours is most similar in
spirit to stepping stone detection [26]. We focus on de-
tecting causal relationships in network traffic, using a
statistical framework that relies on little more than prop-
erties of the Poisson arrival process. Compared to the
Bayesian mechanisms used in [2, 14], we can establish
a bounded false positive rate in terms of how often our
framework reports that a causal relationship exists be-
tween two unrelated connections.

4 Trigger Detection

Our trigger detection algorithm is based on the observa-
tion that if two connections are causally related, then the
arrival of the triggered connection is likely to be “unusu-
ally” close to the arrival of the triggering connection. We
now describe a more formal statement of this intuition.

4.1 Modeling Normal Traffic

The problem of distinguishing between triggered and
normal connections can be phrased in terms of hypoth-
esis testing [20]. In this formulation, the arrival time of
a connection is used to choose between the null hypoth-
esis that this connection is normal, and the alternative
hypothesis that this connection is triggered. Modeling
the alternative hypothesis, however, requires capturing
the statistical dependence of the arrival time of the trig-
gered connection on the arrival time of the triggering
connection, but this may depend on the semantics of the
trigger itself. Fortunately, as we will show shortly, the
null hypothesis is easier to model, therefore our infer-
ence algorithm finds triggers by building a model for the
arrival characteristics of untriggered (normal) connec-
tions. We can then identify connections whose arrivals
deviate from this model as triggered connections.

At the heart of our approach is the empirical observa-
tion that the arrival of user-initiated sessions of network
activity is well-modeled as a Poisson process, station-
ary over time scales of an hour [16, 18]. The term ses-
sion here means a collection of aggregate network activ-
ity (such as the individual HTTP connections that make
up a user’s Web surfing), and user-initiated means ses-
sions that are instigated by human activity rather than
machine activity (such as periodic daemons). Guided by
these findings, we maintain a model for connection ar-
rivals by estimating rates for different types of connec-
tions over a sliding window of duration Trate = 1 hr.

Our model views the activity of local hosts as inde-
pendent, and, further, is type-based in that we maintain
independent notions of connection rates for the differ-
ent types of applications in which each host participates.
Our definition of connection type includes not only the
application type but also the connection direction, which
accounts for the difference in the arrival characteristics
of clients and servers.

4.2 Detection Algorithm

We now describe a statistical test that identifies triggers
by using our model of normal traffic.

Consider the arrival of two connections C1, C2 whose
types are denoted by T1, T2. Denote the arrival rates of
these connection types as λ1 and λ2. Let the interarrival
time between C1 and C2 be x. Now suppose that C1

triggers C2. In this case, we expect that x is significantly
lower than the case when C1 and C2 are unrelated. Our
strategy is therefore to estimate the probability P of ob-
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serving an interarrival x for the null hypothesis of the
connections being unrelated, and to classify the pair as
a trigger if P is less than a confidence threshold α.

Consider the unusual event that two connections of
type T1, T2, whose arrivals follow independent Poisson
processes with rates λ1, λ2, arrive within a duration x
of one another. We denote by P [T1, T2, x], the probabil-
ity that such an event occurs at least once in one unit
of time. Given such a formulation, trigger detection pro-
ceeds as follows. We first categorize connections into
different types; estimate rates for each of these types,
and then use these computed rates along with the thresh-
old α to detect triggers. More specifically, on the arrival
of a connection C of type T at a local host L, the fol-
lowing actions are performed:

• Let the connections observed at L in the previ-
ous Ttrigger seconds be C1, C2, . . . , Cn, with types
T1, T2, . . . , Tn. Ttrigger is a user-defined threshold
on how far apart in time the two connections of a
trigger can be.

• Estimate the rate of connection arrivals at L for ev-
ery connection type within the past Trate seconds.
This rate is estimated simply as the average inter-
arrival time between connections of a specific type,
over the interval of duration Trate.

• For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute P [Ti, T, xi], for xi the
interval between the arrival of Ci and C .

• If P [Ti, T, xi] < α, classify (Ci, C) as a trigger.

The key step in the above algorithm is the use of the
parameter α as a probability threshold. Too low a value
for this parameter may mean that we may miss certain
triggers (false negatives) and too high a value may lead
to identification of spurious triggers (false positives).
The false negative rate is difficult to characterize analyt-
ically due to the lack of a statistical model for the arrival
of triggered connections, so we rely on empirical anal-
ysis for evaluating it. Our choice for P [T1, T2, x] how-
ever allows us to provide a bound on false positives, as
developed in the next section.
4.3 False Positives
The following theorem establishes a bound on the num-
ber of false positives in our detection mechanism.

Theorem 1. P [T1, T2, x] can be written in terms of the
connection arrival rates λ1, λ2, as λ1λ2x. With this set-
ting, the number of false positives at a given host over
any time-window of duration T is bounded from above

X3 X4S X1 X2 XN−1 t0 1
T

Figure 3: Poisson process with N arrivals over time T .

by M(M+1)αT
2 , where M is the number of different types

of connections seen at that host.

We prove this claim in three steps. First, we consider
the case of a single Poisson process with rate λ, and
compute the probability that it has two events that fall
less than time x apart within a time interval T . Second,
we adapt this lemma to the case when there are two in-
dependent Poisson processes of rates λ1, λ2. Finally, we
extend these results to the case when there are M inde-
pendent Poisson processes.

Lemma 1. Let {Xi, i ≤ N(T )} be the interarrival
times of a Poisson process with an arrival rate λ ob-
served in the interval (0, T ] where there are N(T ) ar-
rivals. Then, Pr[Xi < x for some i ≤ N(T )] ≤ λ2Tx.

Proof. Define Xi as the ith interarrival time of this ar-
rival process (shown in Figure 3). We first evaluate the
probability that a pair of arrivals occur within x seconds
of each other in this window of T seconds. First, we
evaluate the conditional probability given N(T ) = N .
Let S1 be the time of the first arrival. We have:

Pr[S1 > x|N(T ) = N ] =

(

T − x

T

)N

=
(

1 −
x

T

)N

This holds since the distribution for arrival epochs fol-
lows the order statistics for a joint uniform distribution
of N random variables [20]. Therefore:

Pr[S1 < x|N(T ) = N ] = 1 −

(

1 −
x

T

)N

(1)

≤ 1 −
(

1 − N
x

T

)

(2)

=
Nx

T

where (2) follows from (1) by ignoring the following
higher order terms:

(

N
2

)

(x

T

)2
−

(

N
3

)

(x

T

)3
+ · · · ≥ 0

Since the time for the first arrival is identically dis-
tributed with the ith interarrival time,

Pr[Xi < x|N(T ) = N ] ≤ N
x

T
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1
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Next, let us look at the probability that there exists
such an interarrival within N arrivals.

Pr[Xi < x for some i ≤ N(T )|N(T ) = N ]

= Pr[ ∪i (Xi < x|N(T ) = N) ]

≤
∑

i

Pr[Xi < x|N(T ) = N ] (3)

= (N − 1)N
x

T

where (3) follows from the union bound [20] (the prob-
ability of the union of a set of events is at most the sum
of the probability of the individual events).

Lastly, we find a bound for the unconditional proba-
bility that there exists an interarrival of size smaller than
x in the entire window of T seconds.

Pr[Xi < x for some i ≤ N(T )]

≤
x

T
E[(N(T ) − 1)N(T )]

=
x

T

[

E[(N(T ))2] − E[N(T )]
]

=
x

T

[

Var[N(T )] + (E[N(T )])2 − E[N(T )]
]

=
x

T
(E[N(T )])2 = λ2Tx (4)

where the last two equations rely on the properties of
the Poisson random variable: the variance is equal to the
mean, which is λT . Note that the bound we find becomes
tight if the average interarrival time is large compared
to x, i.e., λx � 1. In this regime, the probability that
two or more occurrences of such interarrivals is unlikely.
Thus, the higher order terms in the binomial expansion
are negligible and the union bound is tight.

We now generalize the previous lemma to the case
when there are two types of connections, type T1 and
type T2, seen at a given local host.

Lemma 2. Given two independent Poisson processes P1

and P2 with rates λ1 and λ2, observed over time T , the
probability that an arrival in P1 occurs within a dura-
tion x of an arrival in P2 is bounded by λ1λ2Tx.

Proof. Consider the aggregate process consisting of ar-
rivals from both P1 and P2. Since this aggregate process
is Poisson with rate (λ1 + λ2), Lemma 1 bounds the
probability that an interarrival of less than x occurs as:

Pr[interarrival < x] ≤ (λ1 + λ2)
2Tx

Since we also require that the two connections belong
to two different types, we can evaluate the probability,

Pun, that in a window of T seconds, we observe the un-
usual event that a type T1 arrival is followed by a type T2

arrival within x seconds:

Pun ≤ (λ1 + λ2)
2Tx ·

λ1

λ1 + λ2
·

λ2

λ1 + λ2

= λ1λ2Tx. (5)

This formula uses the fact [20] that the probability of a
given arrival in this aggregated process being of type T1

and type T2 is λ1

λ1+λ2
and λ2

λ1+λ2
respectively. Note that,

due to the properties of the aggregated Poisson process,
these probabilities are independent of the connection ar-
rival times (which we have already conditioned on), and
are also independent of each other.

As we have learned from experience not to always
trust these sorts of somewhat subtle derivations, we also
validated Lemma 2 (and by implication Lemma 1) using
Monte Carlo simulations; see Appendix A.

Theorem 1 follows directly from Lemma 2. To see
this, consider the arrivals of two specific types T1, T2

of normal connections within a time-window of T . Over
this duration T , the probability that at least one type T1

event occurs within duration x of a type T2 event (or,
vice-versa) is upper-bounded by λ1λ2xT . This implies
that the probability of such an unusual event per unit
time is upper-bounded by λ1λ2x, which is exactly the
formula for P [T1, T2, x]. Note that due to the binomial
approximation used in Lemma 2, this relation holds ex-
actly if (λ1+λ2)x � 1, and is otherwise a upper-bound.
Further note that P [T1, T2, x] is a likelihood measure
and need not sum to 1.

To prove the second part of the theorem, note that we
report a connection pair only if P [T1, T2, x] < α, which
is equivalent to the condition x < α/(λ1λ2). Plugging
this into Lemma 2, one can see that α is an upper-bound
on the number of false positives per unit time. A sim-
ple union bound argument shows that if there are M
different types of connections, the number of false pos-
itives over time T is bounded by M(M+1)αT

2 . In prac-
tice, we choose the unit of time for measuring α as an
hour, and have found that α = 0.01 per hour works well.
The number of false positives is typically lower than the
worst-case bound proved above.

Although the derivation in Lemma 2 assumes station-
arity over the duration T , our results apply even other-
wise. The interval T can be divided into sub-intervals
where the stationary assumption holds, and a union
bound argument across these sub-intervals yields the re-
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Parameter Description Setting How Determined
Trate Duration for rate estimation 3,600 sec [16, 18]

Ttrigger Maximum interval between the sessions in a trigger 500 sec Empirical
α False positive threshold 0.01 Calibration

Table 1: Parameters in Trigger Detection

quired result. The key point is that our false positive rate
is a constant α and is independent of the varying con-
nection arrival rates. As long as we use instantaneous
arrival rate estimates in the probability test, the instan-
taneous false positive rate is bounded by α.

5 Evaluating Trigger Detection
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the trig-
ger detection mechanism. The emphasis is on assessing
its performance in terms of false negatives, as the as-
sessment of false positives is done later when we add
the trigger differentiation mechanism, whose role is to
reduce false positives and weed out uninteresting but
correct detections.

Datasets: We experimented with two datasets, D1

and D2, collected at the borders of two sites, S1 and
S2, that have, in the datasets, 272 and 7,879 active local
hosts, respectively. Both traces are address-anonymized
versions of connection logs gathered by the Bro intru-
sion detection system [17]. Trace D1 spans 2 months,
corresponding to traffic seen at S1 in January and Febru-
ary 2005, at an average of 112,500 connections per day.
Trace D2 spans one month, February 2005, with an av-
erage of 2,700,000 connections per day. Both sites are
monitored by a security team. S1’s security team re-
ports a very low rate of successful attacks (a few a year),
attributed to the site’s fairly homogeneous system ad-
ministration and limited set of services. S2 experiences
an average of one successful attack (possibly involving
multiple local hosts) per week or so. Both sites use fire-
walls that block certain incoming services, but have a
general “default allow” posture similar to educational
institutions, and both have users who run services on
their machines. Apart from the difference in scale, S1

and S2 also qualitatively differ in that the latter is a
more diverse environment with many applications, some
of which would not be typically seen in other environ-
ments.

Since our algorithm involves tunable parameters, in
general we used the first 2 weeks of data from D1 and
D2 as calibration data for setting these parameters. We
then used the remaining data as validation data for as-

sessing the performance of the calibrated algorithm.
Calibration: Table 1 lists the parameters used by our

detection mechanism. We fixed Trate using the finding
reported in [16, 18] that arrivals of user sessions gener-
ally follow stationary Poisson processes over time scales
of an hour. In our implementation, in order to give ad-
equate time for the rate estimates used in our statistical
tests to converge, we apply the tests only after a stabi-
lization period of Trate seconds has elapsed since start-
ing. Most successful attacks for which we have data in-
volve a triggered connection within 100 sec of the trig-
gering connection, so we conservatively set Ttrigger to
500 sec.

For calibrating α, we chose different types of known
legitimate triggers and set α so as to obtain low false
negative performance in finding these triggers in the cal-
ibration data. We focus primarily on low-volume, un-
usual triggers for calibration, since such triggers resem-
ble malicious triggers in frequency of occurrence. For
D1, however, use of such services was not readily ap-
parent, so to calibrate it we chose the trigger of protocol-
type “⇒ smtp ident”. This occurs at mail servers that,
upon receiving an smtp connection, establish an ident
connection back to the remote host, usually in order to
validate the originating domain name.

For D2, we selected three hosts running non-
standard services, which lead to three unusual triggers,
“⇒⇒ smtp razoragent , “⇒⇒ other-8080 http” , and
“⇐ http other-9303”. The first is seen at a mail server
that forwards received mail to a spam filter called Ra-
zorAgent running on a different machine. The second
occurs at a web proxy set up by a user, and the third due
to a web interface to a service running on the host on
port 9303.

Finally, for both D1 and D2 we also used trig-
gers (C1, C2) with C1 = (in/out, ftp,H) and C2 =
(in/out, ftp − data,H) for calibration. These occur
due to the FTP protocol where the FTP user-session con-
nection triggers several secondary data-transfer connec-
tions in either direction. This is a particularly challeng-
ing trigger to detect since FTP sessions can last for a
long time (hundreds of seconds). Our statistical test has
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Trigger Type SMTP (S1) FTP (S1)
# Hosts (Conn.) 1 (308,818) 34 (44,468)
Setting of α 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.1
False Neg. (# Hosts) 1 1 0 11 8 6
False Pos. (# Conn) 1 1 110 40 129 385

Table 2: Calibration Results at Site S1 (using first 2 weeks of D1)

Trigger Type RazorAgent (S2) WebProxy (S2) Service-9303 (S2) FTP (S2)
# Hosts (Conn.) 1 (196,033) 1 (1,915) 1 (912,137) 591 (15,526)
Setting of α 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.01 0.1
False Neg. (# Hosts) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 372 273 157
False Pos. (# Conn) 8 25 66 6 9 10 937 2,440 5,929 38 217 865

Table 3: Calibration Results at Site S2 (using 5 million connections in first 2 weeks of D2)

a lower chance of success in finding such triggers with
long interarrival times. The FTP application is therefore
a stress test for our algorithm; we expect that most ma-
licious triggers will involve much shorter interarrivals.

Calibration Results: Tables 2 and 3 present our cal-
ibration results for three values of α = 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.
For S2, since the volume of reported triggers is high, we
only report on the first 5 million connections in D2. We
proceeded as follows. For each application, we first used
the session-parsing approach developed in Section 6 to
find all triggers related to the particular application. The
tables list the number of local hosts involved in these
triggers and the total number of connections over all of
those hosts. We then measured the number of false neg-
atives by counting the number of hosts for which our
algorithm failed to find the first application trigger. We
focus on the first trigger because we aim to detect suc-
cessful attacks that may occur just once at a given host.

We see mixed results for false negatives. Since only
one host provides the service for many of the triggers
we tested, and because we only test for detection of the
first instance of a trigger, for all services other than FTP
the algorithm had exactly one chance to detect the ac-
tivity. For these services, our algorithm succeeded for
those entries where we list 0 hosts for false negatives,
and failed where we list 1 host (in bold). We found the
prevalence of failures somewhat discouraging, and in-
vestigated them further by testing for detections beyond
just the first instance. This only improves the situation
somewhat, with the false negative ratio of SMTP still at
about 15 − 20%. More importantly, doing so gave in-
sight into the underlying difficulty: most of the services
we evaluated have quite high rates of connections. For
these, the triggered secondary connection must arrive

quite closely to be viewed as anomalous. (As an extreme
example, consider a service that averages a thousand
connections per second. Then any triggered connection
must occur scant microseconds after one of these, or else
it will be indistinguishable from a chance arrival.)

This is related to the fact mentioned earlier: our false
positive rate is independent of the rates of the connec-
tions involved. This property is very desirable since this
means that the false positive rate would be the same
across hosts with widely varying rates. The trade-off,
however, is that as the connection arrival rate increases,
the interarrival duration for trigger detection is lower. In
this light, the false negative rates are more understand-
able; a better approach would be to assess false negative
rates for less popular services, but these are difficult to
find in an unbiased fashion (i.e., other than by using our
algorithm to find them in the first place). On the other
hand, we note that our assessment in Section 7 will show
that our algorithms do find a number of interesting trig-
gers. Thus, even though we know from the analysis here
that a non-negligible number of triggers will be missed,
the detector clearly retains significant utility.

To evaluate false positives, we run our algorithm over
all connections associated with the application of inter-
est to see which triggers it reports. We count those not
directly related to the application’s semantics (which
we determine using manual assessment) as false pos-
itives. Recall that our main interest here is in assess-
ing false negatives rather than false positives. The false
positive rates of final interest are those that appear af-
ter applying our trigger differentiation algorithm, de-
veloped and assessed later in the paper. That said, the
false positive performance, as shown in Tables 2 and
3, is generally at most a few percent. The worst cases
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are for Service-9303 (S2) and FTP (S1, S2). In the for-
mer case, more than 95% of these false positives were
due to triggers of the form “⇐⇐ http http”, which
involved connections from two different clients close-
by in time. In some cases, it is unclear why this occurs
(e.g., in one instance, the connection pair was less than
200 ms apart, out of 4 connections in an entire hour).
In the case of FTP, more than 80% of the false posi-
tives were triggers of the kind C1 = (in/out,ftp-data,H),
C2 = (in/out,ftp-data,H), that is, concurrent FTP data
transfers, for which the ftp connection occurred too far
in the past to be correctly associated with its data trans-
fer. Other false positives are in fact not false positives
but of the form (in/out, ftp,H)(in/out, other-P,H ′),
occurring due to multi-homing causing the data transfer
to go to a different IP address.

Based on these results, we choose α = 0.01 in order
to choose an acceptable false negative and false posi-
tive performance. Most of the false positives under this
setting are manifestations of various kinds of legitimate
triggers, and our design of the trigger differentiation
mechanism, developed in the next section, handles such
legitimate triggers.

Validation Results: Running the parameterized algo-
rithm against the validation datasets finds a very large
number of triggers, as detailed in Appendix B. Manual
inspection of a number of these indicates that most are
indeed legitimate. In the interest of space, we do not an-
alyze these in detail here; the main takeaways from the
evaluation are that (i) network traffic is replete with trig-
gered connections, and (ii) the great majority of these
causal links occur due to perfectly legitimate reasons.
Therefore, we need a trigger differentiation mechanism
to deal with them, to which we now turn.
6 Trigger Differentiation
Until now we focused on detecting causality that likely
exists between a pair of network connections. We now
turn to the question of whether a given instance of such
causality is actually of interest in terms of reflecting ma-
licious activity or at least behavior out of the ordinary.

Our differentiation mechanism evolved from our ex-
perience running the trigger detection algorithm re-
ported in Section 5. In a manner analogous to develop-
ing the trigger-detection mechanism, our strategy here
is to capture the characteristics of legitimate triggers in
a succinct fashion, and then report triggers that deviate
from these characteristics as suspect. We classify legit-
imate triggers into two kinds, based on the typical be-

havior that leads to them:
• Application-Specific Behavior: Numerous appli-

cations initiate multiple connections per invoca-
tion, which leads to a sequence of causally related
connections.

• Host-Specific Behavior: The notion of whether a
given trigger is suspect has a critical host-specific
element, due to differences in how hosts are con-
figured

The first of these concerns capturing known applica-
tion session structure. The second concerns deciding
whether a form of unknown session structure is likely
legitimate based on the host’s past behavior. We discuss
each in turn.
6.1 Application-Specific Behavior
Many application protocols consist of collections of
connections that together comprise sessions. For exam-
ple, common applications like FTP or HTTP often in-
volve several TCP connections in response to a sin-
gle user request (e.g., a single invocation of an FTP
client leads to a FTP-user connection followed by pos-
sibly several FTP-data connections; a single user Web
browser session may lead to many HTTP connections).
We expect network traffic to be replete with such ses-
sions, and thus need to recognize their presence when
possible, since the triggers due to such structures, while
still reflecting causal links between connections, are un-
interesting for the purpose of detecting attacks.

In addition, we need to identify session structure be-
cause the empirical basis for using Poisson processes
to model network arrivals concerns the arrival of ses-
sions, not connections [18]. Luckily, we can bootstrap
our detection mechanism to be self-correcting in this re-
gard: if we use it on non-Poisson arrivals, such as those
from the individual connections of a not-yet-identified
session, the detector will generally flag the arrivals as
violating Poisson independence. This then allows us to
inspect the violation and recognize the corresponding
session structure. Once we have codified the structure
(see below), we can then associate the individual con-
nections together and treat their arrivals not as individual
arrivals but as reflecting a single session arrival. These
session arrivals then will then give us Poisson behavior.

In this light, we define the notion of a session as an
ordered sequence of connections (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) that
are causally related to each other. Ideally, each session
captures all the network activity due to a single user-
level action. We define the type and arrival time of a
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session S as the type and arrival time of the first con-
nection in S.

We now describe a characterization of legitimate ses-
sions, and then discuss how to incorporate this charac-
terization into our trigger detection mechanism.
6.1.1 Characterizing Application Behavior

We have found that the structure of legitimate sessions,
in terms of the types of connections that constitute them,
is generally quite simple, so that we can capture the gist
of it using regular expressions.1 A regular expression
(regexp) for a particular application defines the set of
sequences of connections that can arise as a result of
legitimate behavior of that application. For example, we
can specify the sessions associated with FTP with the
following regexp:

(in, ftp) (out, ident)? (in/out, ftp-data)*

Such regexps are written using the type of the individ-
ual connections, expressed in tuple form, as the alpha-
bet (though see below). This one captures an optional
ident connection made by some FTP servers as well
as the multiple ftp-data connections in a single ftp ses-
sion. These ftp-data connections may occur in either di-
rection, corresponding to FTP’s active and passive data
transfer modes.

We can extend this notation to support the use of dy-
namic port numbers in the regexp definition. For exam-
ple, we use the following regexp for certain RPC-based
services: (in, portmap) (out, ident)? (in, P) (in, P+1).
This regexp illustrates the case where a client contacts
the portmap service in order to find the port number P
where a desired service is listening. The protocol for this
service involves contacting ports P and P + 1.

Another extension we need is to introduce the notion
of the hosts involved in the connections. Some sessions
always involve the same remote host, whereas others
can involve multiple hosts. As an example of the lat-
ter, we use the regexp (out,aol,H1) (out,http,H2) for the
AOL instant messenger protocol, where the AOL client
is typically redirected to a specific website upon con-
necting to the AOL chat server. (Here, the service aol
refers to 5190/tcp.) This regexp specifies that the aol and
http connections need not involve the same host.

We also found that, for some applications, a sin-
gle user session leads to multiple invocations of the
application-level protocol. This holds, for example, for

1Per Section 8.2, we actually use extended, rather than
pure, regular expressions.

HTTP, RTSP and SMTP. For this reason, we collapse
nearby sessions of the same type involving the same re-
mote host into a single aggregated session.

6.1.2 Session-Level Analysis

The naive way of using our definition of sessions is as
a filter over the results of our connection-level trigger
detection mechanism; we only flag triggers as suspect
if they do not match a known, legitimate session def-
inition. As noted above, since network traffic contains
significant session structure, the more powerful use of
the notion of sessions is to switch our trigger detection
to analyzing session arrivals rather than connection ar-
rivals. Given a sequence of connections C1, C2, . . ., we
use the regexps to parse it into a sequence of sessions
S1, S2, . . ., where the type of each session is set to the
type of its first connection. We can then directly apply
the algorithm discussed earlier in Section 4 to this se-
quence. The algorithm maintains rate estimates for each
type of session, uses the duration between session ar-
rivals rather than connection arrivals in the probabil-
ity computation, and reports sessions that are unusually
close to one another as suspicious. The analytical bound
on the number of false positives in Section 4.3 remains
applicable to session-level detection as well.

In our implementation, we use two timeouts to pre-
vent sessions from becoming unduly extended (after all,
regular expressions match infinitely long strings), and
to coalesce nearby sessions. Any two consecutive con-
nections Ci, Ci+1 in a session must satisfy the property
that Ci+1 arrives no later than Tsession seconds after the
termination of Ci. Further, we only coalesce sessions if
they are less than Taggreg seconds apart. Our settings
for these parameters are guided by [16] which studied
aggregation for HTTP connections, and our empirical
results; see Table 4.

6.2 Host-Specific Behavior

Our analysis of real-life datasets made it amply clear
that the notion of legitimacy does not have a tidy
“one size fits all” property. A trigger of the form
“⇒⇒ smtp smtp” is a very mundane occurrence at
an SMTP relay server, but would be a very suspicious
happening at a user’s desktop. For this reason, we must
maintain additional per-host state that indicates what
kind of triggers constitute expected behavior. This state
is essentially a white-list generated by observing past
behavior over a fixed training period of N days. When
our mechanism is used over several days of traffic, no
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Parameter Description Setting How Determined
Tsession Maximum interval between two connections in a session 200 s Empirical
Taggreg Maximum interval between sessions in an aggregated session 100 s [16]

N Duration of Training Period 7 days Empirical

Table 4: Parameters in Trigger Differentiation

triggers are reported to the user during the first N days,
and only the white-lists are populated. After the training
period, triggers that do not match these white-lists will
be reported. We use three types of heuristics for popu-
lating white-lists that prove useful in practice:

• Trusted trigger types: Extending our definition
of a protocol-type, the protocol type of a trigger
T = (S1, S2) is the string “N T1 T2”, where T1, T2

are the types of sessions S1, S2, and N is ⇒,⇐ etc
depending on the type of the trigger. For a newly
detected trigger, we refrain from flagging it if the
local host saw another trigger of that protocol-type
in the past N days. This white-list is very use-
ful for identifying relays for various applications,
such as SMTP, HTTP. For such hosts, we white-list
triggers of the protocol-type “⇒⇒ X X” where
X = http/smtp .

• Trusted remotes: We assume that any remote host
to which a local host L initiated an untriggered
connection in the past N days is trusted by L.
We assume that such a remote host is not likely
to source attacks against that local host L, and in-
corporate it in the white-list for L. In a production
environment, we find that collaborative efforts can
lead to unusual interactions, such as backups or
security auditing between local and remote hosts.
Automatically white-listing such hosts helps avoid
flagging these triggers, and saves the labor of man-
ually adding regexps for these unusual applica-
tions. In our datasets, we encountered several spe-
cialized and uncommon applications used for such
purposes, on whose protocols we could find little
documentation.

• Trusted ports: Any port on which a local host
has previously accepted an untriggered connection
is assumed to reflect a legitimate service. There-
fore, we treat (in, single) and (in, multiple) triggers
for which the second (triggered) connection corre-
sponds to such a port as uninteresting. This prunes
out triggers that may occur at hosts running mul-
tiple services in which two different services are
accessed during a short time interval.

Note that we use only untriggered connections in set-
ting up the white-lists of ports and remote hosts. This
protects against a simple way to game our system; oth-
erwise, a malicious host can incorporate itself into the
white-list.

7 Evaluating Trigger Differentiation
We first describe how the parameters in our trigger dif-
ferentiation mechanism are set, and then the calibration
and validation results using our datasets.

Parameters: Table 4 lists the parameters used by our
algorithm. We set Tsession by evaluation against our
datasets. We found that some FTP and login sessions
can involve long durations between consecutive connec-
tions, which calls for using a high Tsession (in our ex-
perience, the algorithm is not very sensitive to this pa-
rameter). We set Taggreg based on the study of aggre-
gate HTTP connections in [16]. The parameter N corre-
sponds to the training period used to capture past behav-
ior. We used N = 7 days to capture both weekly patterns
as well as diurnal fluctuations, which from earlier exper-
imentation we had found to be potentially significant.

Our implementation incorporates 29 regular expres-
sions corresponding to 29 different applications. We
identified these by a manual analysis of triggers oft-
reported by our detection algorithm. 12 of these suffice
for S1, but the others were needed for the more diverse
site S2. See Appendix D for a list of these.

Calibration: Our choice to maintain three kinds of
white-lists—trusted trigger types, trusted remotes, and
trusted ports—was motivated by our calibration results,
shown in Table 5. The columns list the results of session-
level analysis along with none/one/all of the three kinds
of white-lists. Note that since our training period is
7 days, we used the first week of the calibration trace
to generate the white-lists, and evaluated the results us-
ing the second week.

Observe that the white-list of trusted remotes is most
useful in dealing with (out,single) triggers, while the
trusted-ports white-list works best for (in,single) and
(in,multiple) triggers. This is to be expected from our de-
sign; the former handles unusual applications, while the
latter captures accesses to multiple services running at
the same host within a short period of time. The trusted-
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S1 Sessions Sessions Sessions Sessions Sessions
White-list Used None Trusted Trigger Types Trusted Remotes Trusted Ports All
All Triggers 388 66 330 60 12
(out,single) 4 4 1 4 1
(in,single) 24 10 22 3 2
(out,multiple) 53 19 10 53 9
(in,multiple) 307 33 297 0 0
S2 Sessions Sessions Sessions Sessions Sessions
All Triggers 19,344 801 16,527 1,306 219
(out,single) 39 23 7 39 7
(in,single) 4,069 128 2,392 67 34
(out,multiple) 1,129 313 225 1,129 170
(in,multiple) 14,107 337 13,903 12 8

Table 5: Calibration Results at Sites S1 and S2 (over second week of D1, D2)
(out,single) (in,single) (out,multiple) (in,multiple)

Number 4 426 116 5
Top 5 1 ⇒ other-4525 otherdyn 180 ⇐ other-2200 otherdyn 35 ⇒⇒ other-36352 otherdyn 2 ⇐⇐ other-47291 https

(histogram by 1 ⇒ other-4212 otherdyn 137 ⇐ other-32774 otherdyn 17 ⇒⇒ https otherdyn 1 ⇐⇐ other-5101 otherdyn
protocol-type 1 ⇒ other-3689 otherdyn 33 ⇐ other-2200 other-898 7 ⇒⇒ other-1450 otherdyn 1 ⇐⇐ other-16768 https

of trigger) 1 ⇒ other-1572 otherdyn 25 ⇐ other-32774 other-898 4 ⇒⇒ other-40199 otherdyn 1 ⇐⇐ http otherdyn
for Site S1 7 ⇐ other-1025 otherdyn 4 ⇒⇒ other-15580 otherdyn

Top 5 4 ⇒ http http 4 ⇐ other-1250 otherdyn 5 ⇒⇒ http http 3 ⇐⇐ other-1340 otherdyn
(histogram by 3 ⇒ other-17171 otherdyn 2 ⇐ https printer 4 ⇒⇒ other-65090 otherdyn 1 ⇐⇐ other-9100 otherdyn
protocol-type 3 ⇒ http otherdyn 2 ⇐ http printer 3 ⇒⇒ other-54045 otherdyn 1 ⇐⇐ other-18428 https

of trigger) 2 ⇒ other-2747 otherdyn 1 ⇐ other-2738 otherdyn 3 ⇒⇒ http smtp
for Site S2 1 ⇒ priv-548 otherdyn 1 ⇐ other-40060 otherdyn 2 ⇒⇒ ssh smtp

Table 6: Triggers Detected at S1 and S2 (using last 5 weeks of D1 and 4th week of D2)

trigger-type white-list works best for (in,multiple) trig-
gers since it deals with application-level proxies. Note
that the remote host heuristic assumes that the remote
host is itself not compromised; our results show that
even if this white-list is disabled, the number of reported
triggers may be manageable.

See Appendix C for examples of the kind of legiti-
mate behavior captured by each of the white-lists.

Validation: Table 6 presents results over our valida-
tion datasets using the list of regexps and parameters ob-
tained by analyzing the calibration datasets. After run-
ning our algorithm, we first categorized the triggers by
type and then clustered them by protocol. In this table,
“otherdyn” denotes a set of dynamic ports above 1024.
We manually analyzed the Top 5 and Bottom 5 clusters
using confidential access to the non-anonymized IP ad-
dresses, the full connection logs for those addresses, and
in some cases URLs used in Web sessions.

Somewhat discouragingly, we did not find any con-
firmed attacks. This does not seem due to limitations of
our algorithms, however; for reference, we investigated
3 past security incidents from the record of attacks at S2

and found that our algorithm found at least one trigger
involved in each of them. In addition, we found several
unusual incidents at both S1 and S2 deemed worthy of

administrator attention: 2 triggers each at S1 and S2 that
may represent malicious activity (unfortunately, these
could not be confirmed), and a number of unknown re-
lays, P2P applications running on arbitrary ports, and
scans, per the following examples.

For S1, all 4 (out,single) triggers occurred due to a
single host’s use of a P2P application on non-standard
ports. We found that all of the (in,single) triggers we in-
vestigated related to a single scan where a (friendly) re-
mote host contacted numerous ports. Some hosts were
running services (e.g., on ports 2200 and 32774) rarely
accessed. Thus, our training was unable to learn about
these services, but the scan “lit them up” simultane-
ously; the simultaneous occurrences of these connec-
tions were indeed causally related, though not because
the first enabled the second. For (out,multiple) trig-
gers, we found that all were associated with P2P pro-
tocols (e.g., Skype), with the exception of one trigger,
“⇒⇒ https other-48723”, which remains a puzzle, as
the other-48723 connection attempt indeed appears to
have come out of the blue, and we do not know why it
was accepted. All 5 (in,multiple) triggers were associ-
ated with uncommon P2P applications and instant mes-
saging services. We also found an unknown service cor-
responding to the trigger “⇐⇐ other-16768 https”.
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At S2, we again found that most of the triggers cor-
responded to rarely used applications or P2P applica-
tions running on non-standard ports. We also found
triggers corresponding to possibly malicious activities,
port-scanning attempts, and a machine relaying Yahoo
web pages for unknown reasons. We also encountered
10 false positives for various reasons, primarily coinci-
dental close-by connections, though some due to data
reduction errors in the logs supplied by the sites, which
caused us to infer incorrect session structure.

Out of 17 (out,single) S2 triggers, 4 were inbound
HTTP triggering outbound HTTP back to the same host.
These are quite suspicious, but the connections were
very short and did not include URLs. Another possible
attack we unearthed relates to a group of triggers of the
form “⇒ other-2747 other-1118” and “⇒ other-2738
other-1109”, involving a single local host and a set of re-
mote hosts in China. Apart from these, we found triggers
related to the AppleTalk file transfer protocol, Skype,
and a data reduction error. In the (in,single) case, we
found triggers related to incoming scanning (the same
effect as for S1) and a trigger “⇐ http other-16080” that
occurred due to a host that runs its Web server on both
80/tcp and 16080/tcp. We also found a trigger due to an
unusual scientific application, and one false positive.

More of the (out,multiple) triggers turned out to be
false positives, but we also found a Wiki server where
incoming requests to the server evidently cause it to fol-
low a bunch of links outbound. We also discovered hosts
running Skype, one unusual trigger of the form “⇒⇒
other-4251 otherdyn” which may have been an attack,
and a messaging application. Out of the 4 (in,multiple)
triggers, 3 relate to an AOL client, the other, “⇐⇐
other-18428 https”, was the host relaying Yahoo web
pages mentioned above.

In summary, although our results from this analysis
are mixed, our algorithm identified 4 possible attacks,
with our ability to conclusively label them as attacks be-
ing limited because we do not have detailed packet-level
traces. In addition, our algorithms unearthed a num-
ber of nuggets of administratively useful information.
That we can glean these out of a background of millions
of connections is encouraging. The monitoring load on
the analyst for screening the list of triggers detected by
our algorithm appears manageable: 551 triggers over
35 days at S1, of which more than 400 were caused by
a single event (the remote scan), and 72 triggers (again,
some due to the same event) over 7 days at S2. Given

these tractable detection levels, we plan to soon operate
our mechanism on an ongoing basis at both S1 and S2.

8 Implementation
Since our mechanism relies on only connection-level in-
formation, it does not require payload analysis, and can
therefore be implemented with low overhead. On a con-
temporary desktop machine (2 Ghz Pentium, 768 MB
RAM), our implementation can process 20,000 con-
nections per second, corresponding to an overhead of
50 µsec/connection. The average processing time over
a day-long trace from S1 and S2 is around 7 and 135
seconds respectively. This overhead is low enough (and
can likely be optimized further) that in all but very high-
volume environments, our scheme can be implemented
as part of a real-time network intrusion detection system
monitoring a site’s access link.

We drive our implementation from connection-level
information produced by the Bro network intrusion de-
tection system [17]. We implemented both offline and
online modes. In the offline mode, we process the ASCII
connection-level logs generated by running Bro at a
site’s access link. Our online implementation registers
with Bro’s event engine for notification of pertinent TCP
events: connection establishment, teardown, or timeout
(no data activity for some duration of time).

8.1 Pseudo-Code

Our description of the algorithm so far has been in
two different logical modules, trigger detection and trig-
ger differentiation. Our implementation folds these two
functions together, and is essentially a greedy approach.
It first tries to account for the connection C using the
database of regexps and a list of recent sessions; if that
is not possible, we then exercise our probability test to
check if it is a triggered connection.

Algorithm 1 gives pseudo-code corresponding to our
online implementation. We use the notation S to refer to
a session, C for a connection, and (S,C) for a session
S′ consisting of the connection C appended to S.

The algorithm first performs session-level parsing
(Steps 4-13). We check (Steps 4-8) if a new connection
C can possibly be part of a legitimate session by looking
for an open session S such that (S,C) is a valid prefix
of some session regexp. It not, we then determine (Steps
9-14) whether C is part of an open aggregate session. If
the algorithm reaches Step 16, then C is not part of a
legitimate session, at which point we run the probability
test, testing C against every ongoing session S within
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Algorithm 1 Online Implementation
1: State per local host: List of sessions (within the last

max(Tsession, Ttrigger) secs), rates per session type
over the last Trate secs, white-lists of trusted trigger
types, trusted remote hosts, trusted ports

2: Read in new connection C involving local host L
3: {check if C matches a known regexp}
4: for all open sessions S involving L within last

Tsession secs (in decreasing order of arrival time)
do

5: if (S,C) is a prefix of a sequence that matches a
regexp and passes the Tsession timing test then

6: Add C to S, go to Step 2
7: end if
8: end for
9: {check if C is part of an aggregate session }

10: Find most recent open session S that satisfies two
conditions: same type as C and involves same re-
mote host as C . Let C ′ = most recent connection in
S of the same type as C .

11: if (C ′, C) are less than Taggreg secs apart then
12: add C to S, go to Step 2
13: end if
14: If less than Trate seconds have elapsed since the

start of monitoring, skip attack check since rates
may have not stabilized yet, and go to Step 29

15: {check if C is correlated to an older session by us-
ing our statistical test}

16: for all open sessions S involving L within last
Ttrigger secs (in decreasing order of arrival time) do

17: if P[T(C),T(S),interarrival-time)] < α then
18: if (S,C) satisfies some regular expression then
19: add C to S, go to Step 2
20: else
21: if [(S,C) does not match any of the white-

lists] then
22: Flag (S,C) as an unexpected trigger
23: Mark C as triggered, go to Step 2
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: {C has no correlation to any open sessions}
29: Initialize a new session from C , add it to the list of

open sessions, update rates, update white-lists, go to
Step 2

Ttrigger seconds. If we determine that (S,C) fails the
statistical test, then we further perform two tests. First,
since we typically set Ttrigger to be larger than Tsession,
we perform the regexp check once again; if it passes this
check, we add C to S. Second, we also check the pair
(S,C) against our white-lists. If both tests fail, we de-
clare (S,C) as an interesting trigger.

In Step 5, we also perform certain application-specific
tests to determine whether C can indeed belong to the
session S. We do this for two applications: FTP-data
connections should fall within the FTP connection that
begins the session, and connections belonging to a login
session should fall within the SSH/Telnet connection.
(For other applications, the connections need not over-
lap.) In Step 10, in the aggregation test, we check that
the most recent session S that has the same type and
same remote host as C . For HTTP alone, we allow the
session S and connection C to involve different remote
hosts, since a single browser session may traverse mul-
tiple websites (as reported in [16]).
8.2 Regular Expressions
We now describe how we implemented the regexp op-
erations required by our algorithm. Although we have
been using the term regexps when discussing dynamic
port numbers and host identities, these do not strictly
correspond to the pure definition of regular expressions,
which disallow any context. To incorporate context such
as “second connection involves the same remote host as
the first”, we use regular expressions augmented with
back-references.

Our algorithm requires two regexp functions, prefix
matching (does a string match a prefix of a regexp?) and
back-references (for port numbers and remote host iden-
tities). These however are very expensive to implement
using standard libraries, so we use an optimized home-
grown implementation. The basic idea behind making
partial matches faster is that we translate the regular ex-
pression into a DFA (Deterministic Finite Automaton)
by deriving a state transition table. The state stored in a
session S now also includes information about the reg-
exp matching: the regexp that it is a prefix of, and the
current state in the DFA corresponding to that regexp.
Further, we remove all dead states (states from which
no accepting state can be reached). This allows us to
implement the partial match operation (S,C) in O(1)
time: we do a single lookup in the transition table corre-
sponding to the connection C . This assumes that a ses-
sion can be a prefix of only one regexp. If, on the other
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hand, multiple regexps R1, R2, . . . , Rn potentially have
some sessions in common, then we simply add a new
regexp R′ = R1|R2| . . . |Rm and remove the individual
regexps. We implement back-references by maintaining
additional context in every session for supporting re-
mote host identities and dynamic port numbers.
9 Discussion
The main design philosophy behind our trigger detec-
tion mechanism is to infer causality “from a distance,”
trading off exact detection (such as an operating sys-
tem could ensure) for statistical detection. When com-
bined with our trigger differentiation mechanism, our re-
sults demonstrate the feasibility of leveraging causality
analysis for identifying malicious traffic without any aid
from the end-host. Our scheme, however, can be evaded
by attackers who ensure that their attack connections oc-
cur far apart in time; this is a fundamental limitation
when observing only temporal characteristics.

An attractive feature of our solution is that we can use
it as a general tool for detecting causality. This gives us
a powerful principle that we can apply in several con-
texts, such as identification of peer-to-peer applications,
unauthorized relays, or worms.

The problem of peer-to-peer traffic identification has
become increasingly difficult as peer-to-peer applica-
tions endeavor to escape policy restrictions. An alter-
native to payload analysis [21], which may be too ex-
pensive in some contexts, is to leverage the fact that the
search/download protocol in several peer-to-peer net-
works involves several connections that are causally re-
lated. From our preliminary experiments, it appears fea-
sible to use our mechanism to detect such traffic.

The problem of attackers misusing machines for re-
laying spam is becoming more widespread. Often the
way this works is that a spammer sends a spam mes-
sage to a pre-established backdoor on a zombie ma-
chine, which then relays it to hundreds of recipients.
We can use our analysis to identify the causal link be-
tween the incoming SMTP connection and the outgoing
SMTP connections. Finally, others have used the notion
of causality to detect worm attacks by modifying the
end-host [7, 9, 15]. We can use our mechanism to iden-
tify such causality at the network level by correlating
the incoming connection that infects a new victim with
the victim’s subsequent outbound scans as the worm at-
tempts to propagate further.

We note that our mechanisms for inferring triggers
and for differentiating triggers are decoupled. If desired,

we can use the latter along with other trigger infer-
ence mechanisms (say, using end-host instrumentation).
Our mechanisms do not perform payload inspection,
which greatly reduces the network processing burden,
and also means that the mechanisms apply equally well
to encrypted traffic. On the other hand, to improve the
false positive performance, we could consider comple-
menting our algorithms with a packet content analysis
mechanism, where we use the latter to perform a more
detailed assessment of suspect connections that have
been flagged. Finally, the ability of our trigger detection
mechanism to ferret out application session structure is
likely of independent interest to the network measure-
ment community.
10 Conclusion
We have demonstrated the feasibility of inferring likely
causal relationships between a host’s network connec-
tions based solely on analyzing the timing structure of
these connections. We do so by modeling network ses-
sion arrivals as Poisson processes and testing for vio-
lations of the null hypothesis that the arrival time of a
newly observed connection is independent of that of any
existing sessions. This detection framework allows us
to determine expected false positive rates, assuming the
Poisson assumption holds.

We then set about determining which of the many
causally-related connections are actually of interest in
terms of indicating unexpected and possibly malicious
activity. This requires codifying the session structure as-
sociated with different Internet applications as well as
leveraging notions of implicit trust (e.g., if the local host
initiated contact to the remote host, then the remote host
is less likely to be attacking the local host) and past be-
havior (via training). These techniques succeed with a
minimal amount of manual site-specific configuration.

Trace-driven assessments of our mechanisms indicate
that they work quite well, both in detecting triggers and
session structure, and in winnowing down these detec-
tions to those of actual interest. For a good-sized site we
find false positive rates on the order of 1–2 dozen/day,
which appear to be low enough that an analyst may find
the level tolerable.

As part of future work, we are interested in automat-
ing the process of inferring regexps of application ses-
sions from traces. We are also interested in adapting our
general mechanisms for detecting causality in specific
settings such as identifying peer-to-peer traffic.
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A Monte Carlo Validation Of Lemma 2
We validated our formula for false positives in trigger
detection using Monte Carlo simulation. We simulated
two Poisson arrival processes, A and B, and counted the
number of unusual events where an event from A came
within an interval x of an event from B. We generate
random numbers, Ai and Bi, representing interarrival
times for these two processes. Both Ai and Bi follow
the exponential distribution with two sets of rates, either
λ1 = 100/hr, λ2 = 10/hr or λ1 = λ2 = 50/hr. The
first models the case where the triggered and triggering
connections have widely different rates, and the second
models the case where both process have the same rates.
For each set of rates, we generate arrivals until 10,000
hours have lapsed. We then assess each arrival to deter-
mine whether it would qualify as “suspicious,” defined
as follows. A pair of successive arrivals is suspicious if:
(a) The first one comes from arrival process A and the
second one from B. (b) The interarrival time is less than
x seconds. For each experiment, we count the number
of suspicious events for x ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001} per
every 10 hours. We repeat each experiment with 10 dif-
ferent pseudo-random seeds and average over all 10 ex-
periments.

Figure 4 compares the number of suspicious pairs
predicted using our model λ1λ2Tx (from Lemma 2)
with that measured from our simulation, as we increase
T . We see that for both sets of rates the values converge
quite quickly. (Note that both axes are log-scaled.)

B Triggers Detected Prior to Differentiation
This section presents details of the “pure” triggers found
using our trigger detection mechanism in isolation, i.e.,
without using our trigger differentiation mechanism.
The main conclusion is that network traffic is replete
with many different forms of triggered connections, and
thus it is vital to also use a differentiation mechanism to
distinguish which of these are of operational interest.

Table 7 presents the results of running our trigger de-
tection mechanism tuned to use α = 0.01. To do so,
we run on the validation datasets rather than the cali-
bration datasets, as discussed in Section 5. The tables
classify triggers according to their protocol-type, where
the notation “otherdyn” denotes a set of dynamic ports
above 1024. An examination of a subset of these trig-
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Figure 4: Number of events where type I and type II con-
nections arrive within 1 second and within 0.1 second

gers indicates that most of them are indeed legitimate.
Consider, for example, the 1,043 “⇒ ftp ftp-data” trig-
gers for S1 that arise due to the fact that the ftp ap-
plication generates several correlated connections. Sim-
ilarly, the “⇐ http http” triggers for S2 are due to
the fact that a normal browser session involves multi-
ple http conections. The 192 “⇒⇒ other-8080 http”
triggers for S2 are of a different nature: unlike the other
triggers, which occur for legitimate reasons at several
hosts, these occurred at only a single host (a proxy).
The same applies to the “⇒⇒ other-8088 https” and
“⇒⇒ other-5101 https” triggers.

C Triggers Filtered by White-Lists
Table 8 illustrates the kind of legitimate behavior cap-
tured by our white-lists. For each site we show the Top 5
triggers matched by different types of white-lists. Con-
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(out,single) (in,single) (out,multiple) (in,multiple)
Count 1,221 105,008 11,774 2,625
Top 5 1,043 ⇒ ftp ftp-data 47,871 ⇐ ssh ssh 10,722 ⇒⇒ ssh pm dump 848 ⇐⇐ http http

(histogram by 107 ⇒ ssh ident 22,483 ⇐ http http 136 ⇒⇒ ssh http 216 ⇐⇐ smtp smtp
protocol-type 48 ⇒ smtp ident 4,662 ⇐ other-8080 other-8080 119 ⇒⇒ smtp smtp 128 ⇐⇐ other-1023 other-1023

of trigger) 6 ⇒ ftp-data ftp-data 3,382 ⇐ other-2200 otherdyn 86 ⇒⇒ other-36352 otherdyn 67 ⇐⇐ ssh ssh
for Site S1 4 ⇒ ssh ssh 2,181 ⇐ other-2401 otherdyn 78 ⇒⇒ ssh smtp 62 ⇐⇐ other-60344 otherdyn

Top 5 221 ⇒ ftp ftp-data 22,627 ⇐ http http 192 ⇒⇒ other-8088 http 3,337 ⇐⇐ http http
(histogram by 47 ⇒ ftp otherdyn 11,048 ⇐ https https 146 ⇒⇒ other-8088 https 321 ⇐⇐ time time
protocol-type 6 ⇒ http ident 4,029 ⇐ ssh ssh 35 ⇒⇒ http http 57 ⇐⇐ https https

of trigger) 5 ⇒ other-5900 http 675 ⇐ other-6171 otherdyn 30 ⇒⇒ other-5101 http 46 ⇐⇐ other-40000 otherdyn
for Site S2 4 ⇒ other-4822 otherdyn 490 ⇐ priv-993 priv-993 30 ⇒⇒ http https 38 ⇐⇐ other-8080 other-8080

Table 7: Undifferentiated Triggers detected at S1 and S2 (last 6 weeks of D1, last 5 million conn. of D2)

White-list Used Trusted Trigger Types Trusted Remotes Trusted Ports
Top 5 142 ⇐⇐ http http 21 ⇒⇒ smtp smtp 143 ⇐⇐ http http

(histogram by 32 ⇐⇐ smtp smtp 4 ⇒⇒ other-993 smtp 33 ⇐⇐ smtp smtp
protocol-type 19 ⇒⇒ smtp smtp 4 ⇒⇒ imap4 smtp 14 ⇐⇐ other-54045 otherdyn

of trigger) 14 ⇐⇐ other-54045 otherdyn 3 ⇒⇒ ssh smtp 12 ⇐ other-60344 https
for Site S1 9 ⇐ other-60344 https 3 ⇐⇐ other-873 other-873 7 ⇐⇐ other-60344 otherdyn

Top 5 11,076 ⇐⇐ http http 990 ⇐ other-6171 otherdyn 11,155 ⇐⇐ http http
(histogram by 2,008 ⇐ http ssh 640 ⇐ other-39281 otherdyn 2,009 ⇐ http ssh
protocol-type 1,304 ⇐⇐ time time 315 ⇒⇒ http https 1,304 ⇐⇐ time time

of trigger) 990 ⇐ other-6171 otherdyn 122 ⇐⇐ other-39281 otherdyn 990 ⇐ other-6171 otherdyn
for Site S2 640 ⇐ other-39281 otherdyn 93 ⇒⇒ other-8088 http 640 ⇐ other-39281 otherdyn

Table 8: Triggers Filtered by White-Lists at Sites S1 and S2 (over 2nd weeks of D1 and D2)

sider the Trusted Trigger Types white-list. It accounts for
commonly seen triggers, including multiple access to
services on the same host (e.g., 11,076 “⇒⇒ http http”
in S2 triggers) relaying (e.g., 19 “⇒⇒ smtp smtp” trig-
gers in S1). The Trusted Remotes white-list captures le-
gitimate triggers that arise at hosts running unusual ap-
plications (e.g., 990 “⇐ other-6171 otherdyn” in S2),
and relaying to trusted hosts (e.g., 315 “⇒⇒ http https”
in S2). Trusted Ports only captures (in,single) and
(in,multiple) triggers—mainly triggers due to repeated
use of services, as well as some unknown services that
operate on fixed ports.

Even though the triggers captured by these white-lists
overlap, there is value in using all of them, as shown in
Table 5 in Section 7. This is because each of the four cat-
egories of legitimate triggers may arise due to different
reasons and are captured by different white-lists.

D Regular Expressions for Common Applica-
tions

Table 9 shows the complete list of regular expressions
used in our implementation to capture commonly used
applications. dir is a bound variable used to denote the
direction of the corresponding connection; dir denotes
the opposite direction. We expect that most of these
applications—excepting the engineering and database

ones which may be specific to our datasets—are likely
applicable to other sites as well. We determined these
regular expressions by manual analysis of legitimate
triggers detected by our algorithm followed by investi-
gation of the applications associated with the ports, and
in some cases, payload analysis.
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Table 9: Regexps for Characterizing Legitimate Sessions

Application Regular Expression Remarks
Common Services
SMTP (dir,smtp,H) (dir,ident|finger,H)? ident/finger used for verifying DNS name
FTP (dir,ftp,H) (dir,ident|finger,H)? (in|out,ftp-data,H)* name verification and data transfer
PortMapper (dir,pm dump,H) (dir,pm getport,H) pm dump and pm getport offer a directory

((dir,ident,H)|(dir,finger,H))? (dir,P,H)* of services running at host
Login (dir,shell|ssh|telnet|rlogin|exec,H) priv-X channel used for control traffic

(dir,ident|finger,H)? (dir,priv-X,H) (dir,X11,H)* X11 for display redirection
Windows Services
MicrosoftDirectory ((dir,other-3268,H)|(dir,ldap,H)* (dir,kerberos,H) name resolution followed by name authentication
NETBIOS (dir,netbios-ssn,H) ((dir,priv-445,H) secure version of netbios runs on port 445

(dir,priv-445|netbios-ssn,H)) | (dir,netbios-ssn,H)) client may contact both default and secure ports
WINS (in,wins,H) (out,wins,H’) wins name resolution may involve relaying
Collaboration Apps
IRC (dir,irc,H) (dir,ident,H)? (dir,irc,H)* optional ident

AOL (out,aol,H) (out,http,H)? (out,aol,H)* redirection to website on chat client startup
NetMeeting (dir,other-1720,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic ports used for voice traffic
Jabber (out,other-5222|other-5223,H) (out,other-5269,H’)* communication between jabber client (5222/5223)

and jabber server (5269)
Groove (dir,other-2492,H) (dir,other-2492,H’)* synchronization between multiple machines
Database Apps
OracleDBApp (dir,other-1521,H) (dir,other-24xx,H) dynamic port allocation
OracleSQL (dir,other-1525,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
Ariel (dir,priv-419|priv-422,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
PostGresSQL (dir,other-5432,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
MySQL (dir,other-3306,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
TWiki (in,other-9050,H) (out,other-3306,H’)* twiki frontend contacting database backend
Engineering Apps
ProEngineer (dir,other-7788,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
Legato (dir,other-7938,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation for license verification
SolidWorks (dir,other-16560,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
CADApp (dir,other-5280,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation
GridFTP (dir,other-2811,H) (dir,ident|finger,H)? (in|out,P,H)* custom FTP protocol
P2P Apps
BitTorrent (in|out,other-688x,H) (in|out,P,H’)* search/download protocol
XMule (in|out,other-4662|other-4663|other-4664|other-4665,H)* search/download protocol

(in|out,P,H’)
Misc Apps
RTSP (dir,priv-554,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation for media
Quake (dir,other-27000,H) (dir,P,H)* dynamic port allocation for game traffic
WinSock (dir,other-5022,H) (dir,P,H)* winsock relaying
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